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The West’s intentions in Syria are not noble or humanitarian, despite what government
spokespeople might suggest.

All of the militarized groups in Syria are supported by the West, and they all exist because of
the West.

“Moderate terrorists” never existed. ISIS, al Qaeda et al. are ALL Western proxy forces (even
when they are fighting each other).

The West has a very LONG HISTORY of using mercenary terrorists (ie ISIS/al Qaeda) to
destroy prey nations. None of it is accidental.[1]

The purpose of these terror groups has always been to destroy and erase Syria.  Syria is a
secular,  pluralist,  democratic,  socially-uplifting country, and this is the identity that the
terrorists have been destroying.

Contrasts  between  terrorist-controlled  areas  and  government  secured  areas  have
consistently  demonstrated  this.

Whereas  the  Syrian  government  provides  free,  accessible,  secular  education  for  all,
terrorists in  occupied areas actively deny these rights to Syrians.

Tom Duggan, reporting on-the-ground in Syria, asked children, recently liberated from East
Ghouta-occupied areas, three questions:

Are you happy to be back on the government side?

Did you go to school?

Are you going to go to school on the government side?

To the first and final questions they responded Yes. To the middle question, asking whether
they attended school in occupied areas, they responded No. Translator/teacher Mahmoud
Altaweel adds that the kids exclaimed,

“They used to feed us barley as animals food and kept us locked in captivity.
No way out for fresh air.”
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Most Syrians do now, and always have supported their legitimate government.  Election
results[2] and photos from liberated areas demonstrate this reality.

Top photo: Damascus University, celebrating “Syrian Student Day”

Bottom photo: Aleppo, marching against Turkish aggression in Afrin

A green bus trip to Idlib, Syria would disabuse Canadian politicians of any illusions that they
might still harbor about their criminal support for terrorism in Syria.

*

Mark Taliano is a Research Associate of the Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG) and
the author of Voices from Syria, Global Research Publishers, 2017.
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Order Mark Taliano’s Book “Voices from Syria” directly from Global Research.  

Taliano talks and listens to the people of Syria. He reveals the courage and resilience of a
Nation and its people in their day to day lives, after more than six years of US-NATO
sponsored terrorism and three years of US “peacemaking” airstrikes.

Mark Taliano combines years of research with on-the-ground observations to present an
informed and well-documented analysis that refutes  the mainstream media narratives on
Syria. 
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